
ASSIGNMENT 4

Classes and Objects

COMP-202A, Fall 2010, All Sections

Due: Friday, November 19, 2010 (23:55)

You MUST do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you MUST follow all the
general instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of
the value of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations.

Part 1, Question 1: 0 points
Part 1, Question 2: 0 points
Part 2, Question 1: 45 points
Part 2, Question 2: 55 points

100 points total

Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Do NOT submit this part, as it will not be graded. However, doing these exercises might help you to do the
second part of the assignment, which will be graded. If you have difficulties with the questions of Part 1, then
we suggest that you consult the TAs during their office hours; they can help you and work with you through
the warm-up questions.

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
Create a file called CheckSubstring.java which contains a class called CheckSubstring. Inside this
class, declare a public and static method called main(). This method should:

• Ask the user to enter a line of text

• Read a line of text from the keyboard

• Ask the user to enter a second line of text

• Read a second line of text from the keyboard

• Display whether one of the lines of text read from the keyboard contains the other as a substring.
If one of the lines of text indeed contains the other line as a substring, then the main() method
should also display the smallest index in the containing line at which the other line occurs.

Use the methods defined in the String class to determine whether a String is a substring of another
String, and if so, the first position in the superstring at which the substring appears.

Sample session:

Enter a line of text: def
Enter another line of text: abcdef
"def" occurs in "abcdef" at position 3
"abcdef" is not a substring of "def"
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Warm-up Question 2 (0 points)
Write a class called Point; each object which belongs to this class represents a point in two-dimensional
space. Each point can be specified uniquely by two real numbers: its x-coordinate and its y-coordinate.

Your Point class should provide the following public INSTANCE methods:

• A constructor, which takes as parameters two values of type double; these values represent the x
and y coordinates of the newly-created Point, in this order.

• An accessor method called getX(), which takes no parameters, and returns a value of type double
that represents the x-coordinate of the target Point.

• An accessor method called getY(), which takes no parameters, and returns a value of type double
that represents the y-coordinate of the target Point.

• A method called computeDistance(), which takes as parameter a Point object, and returns a value
of type double. This method computes the distance between the target Point and the parameter
Point, and returns this distance. The distance d between two points p1 and p2 in two-dimensional
space is given by the following equation:

d =
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2

In the above equation, x1 and y1 respectively represent the x and y coordinates of point p1, while
x2 and y2 respectively represent the x and y coordinates of point p2. You MAY assume that the
parameter Point is not a null reference.

• A method called equals(), which takes as parameter a Point, and returns a value of type boolean.
This method returns true if the parameter Point represents the same point in two-dimensional
space as the target Point, false otherwise. Two points are the same if and only if their x-
coordinates are equal and their y-coordinates are equal. Two coordinates should be considered
equal if the absolute value of their difference is less than 10−10.

If the parameter Point is a null reference, then this method MUST return false.

• A method called toString(), which takes no parameters and returns a String which is a textual
representation of the target Point. This text representation should have the following format:

(x, y)

where x and y are replaced by the actual x and y coordinates of the target Point.

Note that Point objects are immutable, meaning that the state of a Point object MUST NOT change
once the object is created. This implies that, other than the constructor, the methods of the Point class
MUST NOT change the state of the target Point, and no method or constructor should ever change
the state of any parameter Point; it might be useful to declare the attributes of a Point object as final
to achieve this goal.

Also note that you MUST respect proper encapsulation practices; that is, the attributes and methods
of your class MUST be declared using the proper visibility modifiers.

Once you have completed your Point class, test it by writing a class called ComputeDistance, which
defines only a main() method that does the following:

• Ask the user to enter the x and y coordinates of two points p1 and p2, and read these values from
the keyboard.

• Create Points from the values entered by the user.

• Display both Points in the following format: (x, y)

• Compute the distance between the two Points, and display it.

Sample session:
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Enter the coordinates of point p1:
- x-coordinate: 0
- y-coordinate: 0

Enter the coordinates of point p2:
- x-coordinate: 3
- y-coordinate: 4

p1 == (0.0, 0.0)
p2 == (3.0, 4.0)
The distance between p1 and p2 is: 5.0

Part 2 (45 + 55 = 100 points)

The questions in this part of the assignment will be graded.

Question 1: Finding One’s Way Through a Maze (45 points)
In this question, we provide you with an object-oriented way to model the world using cities, robots,
walls, and flashers. The library which accomplishes this was developed by Byron Becker at the University
of Waterloo.

A construction crew needs to search a section of the city for a missing flasher. They decide to use a
robot to perform this search. Unfortunately, many streets and avenues are blocked by walls at various
points in the search area, thus transforming the latter into a maze.

Your task is to program the robot so that it searches through the maze for the missing flasher; once it
has found the flasher, the robot should go back to its starting position.

In this city, all streets and avenues are numbered. Streets run from west to east (with their numbers
increasing as one moves south; that is, the further south a street is, the higher its number), and avenues
run from north to south (with their numbers increasing as one moves east; that is, the further east an
avenue is, the higher its number).

The search area can be of any size, and its shape does not have to be rectangular or even regular.
However, it is completely surrounded by walls, in such a way that the robot cannot leave the search
area. Finally, it is possible that there is no flasher in the city, or that the flasher is in a location that
the robot cannot access from its starting position; in such cases, the robot should return to its starting
point after searching all locations it can access.

Before you can program the robot to perform this task, you are to review the application programming
interface (API) for the classes provided in the becker.robots package; that is, you need to look at the
documentation to figure out what methods you are to use in order to complete this question. To do so,
you will need the following files:

• a4-becker.jar: An archive file containing the Java classes which model the city, the streets, the
intersections, the robots, the walls, the flashers, and so on.

• a4-becker-docs.zip: An archive file containing documentation about the classes included in the
provided a4-becker.jar file that you are likely to use to complete this assignment.

• RobotUtilsTest.java: A test program which will enable you to test the utility methods you will
write for this question.

• MazeSolver.java: The starting point of the application; you will complete the main() method of
this class so that it starts the application.
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Information on the methods defined in the Robot class is available from the documentation included in
a4-becker-docs.zip. In particular, the following methods MAY be useful: getDirection(), move(),
turnLeft(), canPickThing(), pickThing(), and frontIsClear(). You MAY also find it useful to
consult the documentation for the Direction enum; an enum is basically a class whose only possible
instances are specified by class constants declared in the class. These class constants can be used like any
other normal class constant; furthermore, these class constants are references to objects which can be used
like any other objects. Documentation for the Direction enum is also included in a4-becker-docs.zip;
in particular, you might find the opposite() method useful.

To complete the application, you need to perform the following tasks:

1. Declare a public class called RobotUtils, and in this class, declare a public CLASS (that is,
static) method called calculateNextAvenue(), which takes as its only parameter a Robot and
returns a value of type int. The parameter Robot can be stationed at any intersection in the city,
and face any direction. The method will calculate the avenue on which the Robot will be stationed
should the latter move one intersection in the direction it is currently facing. For example,

• if the parameter Robot is currently stationed on the 4th avenue and faces east, then the method
will return 5.

• if the parameter Robot is currently stationed on the 4th avenue and faces west, then the method
will return 3.

• if the parameter Robot is currently stationed on the 4th avenue and faces north or south, then
the method will return 4.

You MAY assume that the Robot received as parameter is not a null reference; in other words,
your method does not have to handle the case where the Robot received as parameter is a null
reference.

2. Add a public CLASS method called calculateNextStreet() to your RobotUtils class, which
takes as its only parameter a Robot and returns a value of type int. The parameter Robot can
be stationed at any intersection in the city, and face any direction. The method will calculate the
street on which the Robot will be stationed should the latter move one intersection in the direction
it is currently facing. For example,

• if the parameter Robot is currently stationed on the 4th street and faces south, then the method
will return 5.

• if the parameter Robot is currently stationed on the 4th street and faces north, then the method
will return 3.

• if the parameter Robot is currently stationed on the 4th street and faces east or west, then the
method will return 4.

You MAY assume that the Robot received as parameter is not a null reference; in other words,
your method does not have to handle the case where the Robot received as parameter is a null
reference.

3. Add a public CLASS method called turnRobot() to your RobotUtils class, which takes as
parameters a Robot and a Direction in this order, returns nothing, and turns the parameter
Robot until it faces the direction specified by the parameter Direction. The parameter Robot
can be stationed at any intersection in the city, and face any direction, while the value of the
Direction parameter is one of the four following values: Direction.NORTH, Direction.SOUTH,
Direction.EAST, and Direction.WEST.

You MAY assume that neither parameter is a null reference; in other words, your method does
not have to handle the case where either parameter (or even both) is a null reference.

4. Add a public CLASS method called isVisited() to your RobotUtils class, which takes as
parameters an ArrayList containing Intersection, along with two values of type int called
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street and avenue in this order, and returns a value of type boolean. This method searches the
parameter ArrayList to see if it contains an Intersection object representing the intersection of
the street whose number is equal to the value of street and the avenue whose number is equal to
the value of avenue. If such an intersection is present in the parameter ArrayList, the method
returns true; otherwise, the method returns false.

The values stored in parameters street and avenue can be any valid values of type int. On the
other hand, you MAY assume that the ArrayList received as parameter is not a null reference,
and that it does not contain any null references; in other words, your method does not have to
handle the case where the ArrayList parameter is a null reference or contains null references.

5. Add a public CLASS method called retrieveLight() to your RobotUtils class, which takes as
its only parameter a Robot and returns nothing. This method will control the parameter Robot
so that it searches every intersection in the search area for the lost flasher, and goes back to its
starting point once it finds it or has searched every intersection in the search area.

Initially, the parameter Robot can be stationed at any intersection within the search area, and face
any direction. At all times, it can determine its current position in the city (the intersection at
which it is currently stationed), and whether it can move to the next intersection in the direction
it is currently facing (or whether the way to this intersection is blocked by a wall). On the other
hand, it has no a priori knowledge of the positions of the walls within the search area; therefore, it
must find the flasher by visiting the intersections in the search area in a systematic manner, keeping
track of the visited intersections, and backtracking to a previously visited intersection if it reaches
a dead-end. In other words, it does not have a map of the locations of the walls within the entire
search area from which it could pre-compute a path to the flasher’s location.

To perform this search, you SHOULD use the following algorithm:

• Initialize the path to be an empty list (use an ArrayList of Direction for this purpose)

• Initialize the list of visited intersections to be an empty list (use an ArrayList of Intersection
for this purpose)

• As long as the robot has not found the flasher and has not finished searching the search area

– if the robot has not previously visited its current position

∗ add the intersection at which the robot is currently stationed to the list of visited inter-
sections

– if the flasher is located at the robot’s current position

∗ the robot has found the flasher

∗ pick the flasher up

else

∗ check whether any of the intersections adjacent to the robot’s current position have been
visited and are accessible; an intersection adjacent to the robot’s current position is
accessible from the latter if there is no wall between the two

∗ if an unvisited intersection adjacent to the robot’s current position exists, and this inter-
section is accessible from the robot’s current position

· let d be the direction in which the robot needs to move in order to reach that inter-
section

· add direction d to the end of the list representing the path

· turn the robot so that it faces direction d

· move the robot forward by one step
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else if the path is empty

· the robot has searched the entire maze

else

· retrieve the last direction d in the list representing the path

· remove the last direction d from the list representing the path

· turn the robot so that it faces the direction opposite to d

· move the robot forward by one step

Use variables of type boolean to keep track of whether or not the robot has found the flasher, and
of whether or not the robot has searched the entire search area.

Once the robot has found the flasher or searched the entire search area, you SHOULD use the
following algorithm to make it go back to its starting position:

• For every direction d which is an element in the list representing the path, starting with the
last element and moving towards the first element in the list

– turn the robot so that it faces the direction opposite to d

– move the robot forward by one step

You MAY assume that the Robot this method receives as parameter is not a null reference; in
other words, your method does not have to handle the case where the parameter Robot is a null
reference.

Note that the search area is defined by the intersections that the parameter Robot can reach from
its starting position, either directly or by going through intermediate intersections on the way.
Although this method MUST work for all search areas which consists of any finite number of
intersections and in which the walls can be placed at arbitrary intersections, it does not have to
handle the case where the number of intersections in the search area is not finite; the algorithm
suggested above has these properties.

Hint 1 : Start small, compile often, and test often. For example, start by adding a single statement
which makes the robot turn in one direction. Compile the program, run it (see the instructions below
on compiling and running programs which use the classes included in a4-becker.jar), and observe
the result. Then, replace the statement that makes the robot turn by one that makes it move one
block. Compile the program, run it, and observe the result. Keep experimenting with the library
(by writing various small combinations of statements) until you gain a solid enough understanding
of what the various methods do. Only attempt to write the retrieveLight() method once you
feel your understanding of the Robot class is strong enough.

Hint 2 : The other methods you wrote in the RobotUtils class and which are described above
(calculateNextAvenue(), calculateNextStreet(), turnRobot(), and isVisited()) are all use-
ful if you call them from the retrieveLight() method.

6. Write a main() method for the provided MazeSolver class. This method MUST do the following:

• Determine the number of command-line parameters passed to the method; if the number of such
parameters is not exactly one, then your method MUST display the following error message:

Usage: java MazeSolver <file>

After displaying the above message, the method MUST terminate.

Furthermore, the above error message MUST be displayed to the standard error stream
rather than the usual standard output stream. You can display information to the standard
error stream using the following two methods:
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– System.err.print()

– System.err.println()

The message to be displayed is passed as an actual parameter to the print() or println()
method, just like one does when calling System.out.print(), or System.out.println().

• On the other hand, if the number of command-line parameters passed to the main() method
is exactly one, then the main() method of the MazeSolver class should call the run() method
declared in the same class, and pass the command-line parameter as an actual parameter to
this run() method.

You MAY assume that the array of String received as parameter by the main() method is not
a null reference, and that it does not contain any elements which are null references; in other
words, your method does not have to handle the case where the array received as parameter is a
null reference or contains null references as elements.

You can test the calculateNextAvenue(), calculateNextStreet(), turnRobot(), and isVisited()
methods of the RobotUtils class using the test program provided in the RobotUtilsTest.java file;
instructions on how to run this test program are provided in the Additional Information section of this
specification.

Once you have finished the retrieveLight() method of the RobotUtils class and the main() method
of the MazeSolver class, you can test them by running the second method. Instructions on how to do
are also provided in the Additional Information section of this specification.

Save your RobotUtils class in a file called RobotUtils.java, and submit both this file and your modified
MazeSolver.java file to myCourses. You MUST NOT submit the RobotUtilsTest.java file.

Question 2: The Internals of a String Class (55 points)
The String class is one of the most useful classes among those provided by the Java Standard Class
Library, but how does it actually work? The purpose of this question is to allow you to gain some insight
on how the internals of this important class can be implemented, while gaining experience writing classes
which represent categories of objects.

Write a class called MiniString; like String objects, objects that belong to the MiniString class
represent ordered sequences of characters. Also like Strings, valid character indices in a MiniString
range from 0 (inclusive) to the number of characters in the MiniString (exclusive); that is, the ith

character of a MiniString has index i− 1.

MiniString objects MUST keep track of the character sequences they represent using a PLAIN
ARRAY (of char); you MUST NOT use regular Strings within the MiniString class under ANY
circumstances, except if one of the method descriptions below explicitly allows the use of the String
class. You MUST NOT use ArrayLists (or any other class which is part of the Java Collection
Framework such as LinkedList) within the MiniString class either. Finally, you MUST NOT use
the methods declared in the Arrays class to perform array processing.

Your MiniString MUST provide the following public INSTANCE methods:

• A constructor, which takes as its only parameter an array of char, and initializes the newly-created
MiniString so that it represents the sequence of characters currently contained in the parameter
array. The contents of the parameter array are copied, so that any subsequent modifications to the
contents of the parameter array MUST NOT affect the newly-created MiniString.

You MAY assume that the array received as parameter is not a null reference; in other words,
your constructor does not have to handle the case where the array received as parameter is a null
reference.

• A constructor, which takes as its only parameter a String, and initializes the newly-created
MiniString so that it represents the same sequence of characters as the parameter String.
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You MAY assume that the String received as parameter is not a null reference; in other words,
your constructor does not have to handle the case where the String received as parameter is a
null reference.

You MAY use String objects and the methods declared in the String class to implement this
constructor.

• A method called length(), which takes no parameters and returns a value of type int representing
the length of the target MiniString, that is, the number of characters it contains.

• A method called charAt(), which takes as its only parameter a value of type int, and returns a
value of type char representing the character in the target MiniString at the position given by the
parameter. Remember that MiniString indexing works exactly like regular String indexing.

You MAY assume that the value of the int parameter is a valid index in the target MiniString;
in other words, you do not have to handle the case where the int parameter is negative, equal to
the length of the target MiniString, or greater than the length of the target MiniString.

• A method called toString(), which takes no parameters and returns a String representing the
same sequence of characters as the target MiniString. You MAY use String objects and the
methods declared in the String class to implement this method.

• A method called toCharArray(), which takes no parameters and returns an array of char which
contains the characters of the target MiniString. The length of the returned array MUST be
equal to the length of the target MiniString as specified by a call to the length() method on
the target MiniString. Furthermore, the character at position i in the returned array MUST be
equal to the character which would be returned by a call to charAt() on the target MiniString
with actual parameter i, for every value of i which is a valid index in the target MiniString.

Subsequent changes to the contents of the array returned by this method MUST NOT change
the state of the target MiniString.

• A method called equals(), which takes as its only parameter a MiniString, and returns a value of
type boolean. This method returns true if the target MiniString represents the same character
sequence as the parameter MiniString (that is, both contain the same number of characters in the
same order), false otherwise. If the MiniString received as parameter is a null reference, then
the method MUST return false.

• A method called compareTo(), which takes as its only parameter a MiniString, and returns a
value of type int. This method compares the target MiniString to the parameter MiniString for
order, and returns the following values:

– A negative value if the target MiniString lexicographically precedes the parameter MiniString

– A positive value if the target MiniString lexicographically follows the parameter MiniString

– A value of 0 if the target MiniString and parameter MiniString are equal; this method returns
0 exactly when the equals() method described previously would return true.

The definition of lexicographic ordering is as follows:

If two MiniStrings are different, then either they have different characters at some index
that is a valid index for both MiniStrings, or their lengths are different, or both. If
they have different characters at one or more index positions, let k be the smallest such
position; then the MiniString whose character at position k has the smaller character code,
as determined by using the < operator, lexicographically precedes the other MiniString. If
there is no index position at which the target MiniString and the parameter MiniString
differ, then the shorter MiniString lexicographically precedes the longer MiniString.

The above definition is adapted from the documentation for the String class found in the Java
Standard Class Library.
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You MAY assume that the MiniString received as parameter is not a null reference; in other
words, your method does not have to handle the case where the MiniString received as parameter
is a null reference.

• A method called concatenate(), which takes as its only parameter a MiniString, and returns
a new MiniString representing the concatenation of the target MiniString and the parameter
MiniString, in that order. For example, if the target MiniString represents the character sequence
"COMP", and the parameter MiniString represents the character sequence "-202", then the method
should return a new MiniString representing the character sequence "COMP-202".

If the MiniString passed as parameter is a null reference, then the method returns a MiniString
representing the same character sequence as the target MiniString.

• A method called substring(), which takes as a parameter two values of type int called start
and end, in this order. The method returns a new MiniString formed of the characters between
position start (inclusive) and position end (EXCLUSIVE) in the target MiniString. Within
the new MiniString returned by this method, the characters occur in the same order as in the
original MiniString.

You MAY assume that the value of start is greater than or equal to 0, that the value of end is
less than or equal to the length of the target MiniString, and that the value of start is less than
or equal to the value of end; in other words, your method does not have to handle cases where the
values of start and end do not satisfy these constraints.

• A method called substring(), which takes as its only parameter a value of type int. This method
returns a new MiniString formed of the characters between the position in the target MiniString
specified by the int parameter, and the end of the target MiniString. Within the new MiniString
returned by this method, the characters occur in the same order as in the original MiniString.

You MAY assume that the value of the int parameter is a valid index in the target MiniString;
in other words, you do not have to handle the case where the int parameter is negative, equal to
the length of the target MiniString, or greater than the length of the target MiniString.

Hint : Have this substring() method call the substring() method which takes two parameters
of type int.

• A method called replace(), which takes as parameters two values of type char called oldChar and
newChar, in this order. The method returns a new MiniString representing the same character
sequence as the target MiniString, except that every occurrence of oldChar is replaced by an
occurrence of newChar. If oldChar does not occur in the target MiniString, then this method
returns a MiniString representing the same character sequence as the target MiniString.

• A method called indexOf(), which takes as parameters a value of type char followed by a value
of type int, and returns a value of type int. The method searches all positions within the target
MiniString between the one specified by the int parameter and the end of the target MiniString,
and returns the smallest index in this range such that the character at this index in the target
MiniString is equal to the char parameter. If the char parameter does not occur in this range,
then the method returns -1.

Note that there is no restriction on the value of the int parameter. If it is negative, it has the same
effect as if it were 0; the entire MiniString will be searched. On the other hand, if it is greater than
or equal to the length of the MiniString, the range will consist of no characters, so the method
will return -1.

• A method called indexOf(), which takes as a parameter a value of type char, and returns a value of
type int. The method searches everywhere within the target MiniString, and returns the smallest
index such that the character at this index in the target MiniString is equal to the parameter char.
If the parameter char does not occur at all in the target MiniString, then the method returns -1.
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Hint : Have this indexOf() method call the indexOf() method which takes a parameter of type
char and one of type int.

Note that MiniString objects are immutable, meaning that the state of a MiniString object MUST
NOT change once the object is created. This implies that, other than the constructors, the methods
of the MiniString class MUST NOT change the state of the target MiniString, and no method or
constructor should ever change the state of any parameter MiniString.

Also note that you MUST respect proper encapsulation practices; that is, the attributes and methods
of your class MUST be declared using the proper visibility modifiers.

You can test your MiniString class using the test program provided in the MiniStringTest.java file;
instructions on how to run this test program is provided in the Additional Information section of this
specification.

Save your class in a file called MiniString.java, and submit this file to myCourses. You MUST NOT
submit the MiniStringTest.java file.

Additional Information

Adding a JAR File to the Classpath of a Project Under Eclipse

To combine the Java libraries in a JAR file with the classes you write so that everything compiles and runs
using Eclipse, you need to add the JAR file to the Classpath of your project. To do so, follow the steps
below:

1. In the Package Explorer or Navigator view, right-click on your project. In the context menu that
appears, select the Properties option.

2. The window that appears will be split in two main portions. The smaller, left-hand portion contains a
number of option categories, and you can select a category from those listed; the larger middle portion
contains the options for the selected category. In the left-hand portion of the window, choose Java
Build Path.

3. The middle portion of the window will now contain four tabs. Click on the Libraries tab. The
libraries included in your project will now appear, along with a number of buttons; click on the button
labelled Add External JARs....

4. Using the file selection window that appears, navigate to the directory / folder where you saved the
JAR file you want to add to the Classpath of your project, select this JAR file, and click on the
confirmation button (it might be labelled OK, Open, or something else, depending on the operating
system that you use).

5. Selecting a JAR file as described in the previous step you should bring you back to the Properties
window, and the list of libraries included in your project will now contain one additional element: the
JAR file you selected. If you want to add another JAR file to the Classpath of your project, repeat
the two previous steps. Otherwise, at the bottom of the Properties window are two buttons; click on
the one labelled OK.

You should now be able to compile all the classes that you are required to write by the above specification
without the compiler reporting errors related to missing classes. Note that it is necessary to perform the
above steps ONLY when the code you want to compile / run requires libraries not written by you and not
included in the Java Standard Class Library; in such a case, it is only necessary to perform the above steps
once.

Compilation and Execution Instructions Using the Command-Line Interface
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• To test the calculateNextAvenue(), calculateNextStreet(), turnRobot(), and isVisited() meth-
ods of the RobotUtils class using the test program defined in the RobotUtilsTest class, follow the
steps below:

1. Place the following files in the same directory / folder:

– RobotUtils.java

– a4-becker.jar

– junit.jar

– RobotUtilsTest.java

2. Open your command-line utility (Command Prompt, Terminal, ...) and navigate to the directory
where you stored all the files listed in the previous step.

3. To compile the test program, use the following command:

– Windows: javac -cp junit.jar;a4-becker.jar;. RobotUtilsTest.java

– Mac OS X: javac -cp junit.jar:a4-becker.jar:. RobotUtilsTest.java

4. To run the test program, use the following command:

– Windows: java -cp junit.jar;a4-becker.jar;. RobotUtilsTest

– Mac OS X: java -cp junit.jar:a4-becker.jar:. RobotUtilsTest

• To run the main() method of the MazeSolver class, follow the steps below:

1. Place the following files in the same directory / folder:

– RobotUtils.java

– MazeSolver.java

– a4-becker.jar

– A file containing the specification of a maze

2. Open your command-line utility (Command Prompt, Terminal, ...) and navigate to the directory
where you stored all the files listed in the previous step.

3. To compile the application, use the following command:

– Windows: javac -cp a4-becker.jar;. MazeSolver.java

– Mac OS X: javac -cp a4-becker.jar:. MazeSolver.java

4. To run the application, use the following command:

– Windows: java -cp a4-becker.jar;. MazeSolver file.txt

– Mac OS X: java -cp a4-becker.jar:. MazeSolver file.txt

In the above commands, file.txt should be replaced with the actual name of the file containing
the specification of the maze that you want to solve during the execution of the application.

• To test your MiniString class using the test program defined in the MiniStringTest class, follow the
steps below:

1. Place the following files in the same directory / folder:

– MiniString.java

– junit.jar

– MiniStringTest.java
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2. Open your command-line utility (Command Prompt, Terminal, ...) and navigate to the directory
where you stored all the files listed in the previous step.

3. To compile the test program, use the following command:

– Windows: javac -cp junit.jar;. MiniStringTest.java

– Mac OS X: javac -cp junit.jar:. MiniStringTest.java

4. To run the test program, use the following command:

– Windows: java -cp junit.jar;. MiniStringTest

– Mac OS X: java -cp junit.jar:. MiniStringTest

Compilation and Execution Instructions Using Eclipse

• To test the calculateNextAvenue(), calculateNextStreet(), turnRobot(), and isVisited() meth-
ods of the RobotUtils class using the test program defined in the RobotUtilsTest class, follow the
steps below:

1. Add the following files to your project’s Classpath, as described above, if they are not already
present:

– a4-becker.jar

– junit.jar

2. Import the following files in your project’s source folder (probably called src):

– RobotUtilsTest.java

3. Run the test program as you would run any other program.

Note that Eclipse gives you the option of running the provided test program either as a Java Applica-
tion, or as a JUnit test. Both result in similar displays, so you can use both and decide which one you
prefer.

• To run the main() method of the MazeSolver class from the command-line interface, follow the steps
below:

1. Add the following files to your project’s Classpath, as described above, if they are not already
present:

– a4-becker.jar

2. Import a file containing the specification of a maze in your project’s root folder.

3. In the Package Explorer view, right-click on the MazeSolver.java file, and under the Run As
submenu, select the Run Configurations... option.

4. The window that appears will be split in two main portions. The smaller, left-hand portion
contains a number of run configurations and run configuration types, and you can select a run
configuration or run configuration type from those listed; the larger middle portion contains
options for the selected run configuration if such a configuration is selected. In the left-hand
portion of the window, select Java Application, and press on the button representing a piece
of paper with a star in its top-right corner; a new run configuration named MazeSolver should
appear under the category Java Application.

Note that it is only necessary to perform this step once, if no run configuration labelled MazeSolver
exists; if one exists, it will be listed in the left-hand portion of the window, and it is only necessary
to select it.

5. The middle portion of the window will now contain seven tabs. Click on the Arguments tab; the
arguments passed to your program when it starts will now appear.
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6. In the text box labelled Program arguments, type the name of the file containing the specification
of your maze.

7. Click on the button labelled Apply

8. Click on the button labelled Run

• To test your MiniString class using the test program defined in the MiniStringTest class, follow the
steps below:

1. Add the following files to your project’s Classpath, as described above, if they are not already
present:

– junit.jar

2. Import the following files in your project’s source folder (probably called src):

– MiniStringTest.java

3. Run the test program as you would run any other program.

Again, note that Eclipse gives you the option of running the provided test programs either as a Java
Application, or as a JUnit test. Both result in similar displays, so you can use both and decide which
one you prefer.

Desigining Your Own Mazes

Although a number of files containing specifications of mazes are provided to you, you can make your own
by following the steps below:

1. Use the following as a starting point:

Maze 1
0 0 10 10
48

The first of the above lines specifies the name of your maze, and can be changed to whatever you wish;
the name of your maze will appear in the title bar of the window that will be shown when you run the
main() method of the MazeSolver class. It is not necessary to change the values on the other lines.

2. Specify the starting position of the robot, as well as the direction it faces initially, using the following
line:

becker.robots.Robot 0 0 Direction.SOUTH

The first number on the line represents the number of the street on which the robot starts, and can be
replaced by the text representation of any value of type int. The second number on the line represents
the number of the avenue on which the robot starts, and can be replaced by the text representation
of any value of type int. Finally, the last element on the above line represents the direction that the
robot initially faces, and can be one of the four following values: Direction.NORTH, Direction.SOUTH,
Direction.EAST, and Direction.WEST.

3. Specify the position of the flasher in the city using the following line:

becker.robots.Flasher 0 0 true

The first number on the line represents the number of the street where the flasher is located, and can be
replaced by the text representation of any value of type int. The second number on the line represents
the number of the avenue where the flasher is located, and can be replaced by the text representation
of any value of type int. Finally, the last element on the above line can be the text representation of
any value of type boolean, and represents whether the flasher is on or off; this setting only affects the
display, not the way the robot operates.

This line can be omitted; in such a case, there will be no flashers anywhere in the city.
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4. Specify the position of the walls in the city, using the following line:

becker.robots.Wall 0 0 Direction.NORTH

The first number on the line represents the number of the street where the wall is located, and can be
replaced by the text representation of any value of type int. The second number on the line represents
the number of the avenue where the wall is located, and can be replaced by the text representation
of any value of type int. Finally, the last element on the above line represents the direction from
the specified intersection which is blocked by the wall, and can be one of the four following values:
Direction.NORTH, Direction.SOUTH, Direction.EAST, and Direction.WEST.

To specify multiple walls, use multiple copies of the above line, with each copy specifying different
values for the street, avenue, and direction of the wall. However, remember that the search area must
be completely surrounded by walls, so that it is impossible for the robot to escape.

5. Save the specification of your maze in a plain text file; give this file the name of your choice.

For more details on the format of files which specifiy mazes, consult the documentation of the City class in
a4-becker-docs.zip.

What To Submit

RobotUtils.java
MazeSolver.java
MiniString.java
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